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Songs of My Life . . . Slightly Out of Tune speaks to a generation of women and men over the
age of 40 who are dealing with life’s challenges, both big and small. Susan Dintino writes
about love, marriage, family, aging, health scares, parenting, and staying relevant and excited
about what life has to offer. Her message is one of hope, and her conclusion is that we’re all
trying to do our best, and it’s better if we can do so with a smile. Susan offers gentle advice,
the kind that comes from a lifetime of experience: What should you do if your spouse loves to
give you the silent treatment? How do you conquer your own fears in order to be "cool enough"
to your kids during a European school trip? How do you interact with a terminally ill sibling and
deal with the regrets of not spending enough time with each other? How can you make sure
that you’re a good mate, parent, and person? This book shows you that life is like a song. You
learn the words, but that’s not the end, because the tune can change at any time. Susan
shares her journey in such a way that you’ll smile, tear up, wince, and nod your head in time to
her song, because all of us are the same: We’re slightly out of tune, too.
“Where Did My Life Go? Homeless and Out of Business” is by far one of the most raw,
powerful, and engaging reads that I’ve come across in a long, long time. Author K.D. Sanders
offers readers a very personal and unaltered look into his life, thoughts, and feelings as he
underwent some very rough times as a homeless man while experiencing that many of us will
never even come close to in our ordinary lives. I say this and the book may seem quite gloomy
at first, but I also would say there’s another side to it – I interpret the book as having a sort of
theme about personal redemption and keeping headstrong even through all the bad things that
life can throw at you. The author manages to keep his spirits high even while dealing with
unfortunate circumstances and for that I admire his courage. As well as this, the text is written
in a way that flows nicely due to a relatively relaxed undertone and there are plenty of general
musings about the author’s opinion on homeless life in general that I found to be very thoughtprovoking (and even sobering at times). Overall, I enjoyed the read and I found it to be
honestly quite refreshingly new compared to what I’ve been coming across these days.
Definitely worth checking out. - Amazon Review
This is the story of Michael Kennedy's life. Born in 1960 with significant disabilities, he
describes his early experiences living in three different institutions for the mentally retarded
and how he had to become his own advocate if he was going to survive. He soon realized that,
unlike most of the others in institutions, he could make his voice heard. He had to speak up to
help himself and other individuals with developmental disabilities to learn about their rights,
and how to prevent themselves from becoming trapped forever within complicated state
bureaucracies. After moving out of the last institution into various types of supported living
settings, Michael describes how he found new friendships, went to school, got a "real" job, and
began to aspire to having full control of his own life. "I want to let people know how the state
system used to be and that institutions must never be reopened." This is a book about hard
work, resilience, and hope. It is an extraordinary life story, but told by an ordinary man with a
clear mission to help others like himself....
From Organizing from the Inside Out for Teens: Jessi Says What's My Payoff? My bedroom is
my home base and keeping it organized is a must. If my room isn't in solid condition, it's
difficult to keep the rest of my life on track. Here are some other reasons that motivate me to
keep my room organized: - My room is the only space on the entire planet that is solely mine. My organized room allows me to maximize my space and time. - My room boosts my
confidence. - My room gives others (especially my mom!) confidence in me. - Organizing my
room allows me to do what I want, when I want.
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In the middle of the night, a father and his daughter step off a Greyhound bus in Florida and
head straight to the Nick Bollettieri Tennis Academy. They ring the bell, though no one is
expecting them and they don't speak English. They have arrived from Russia with just seven
hundred dollars and the conviction that this six-year-old girl will be the world's next great tennis
star. They are right.This is Maria Sharapova's gripping and fearless autobiography, telling her
story from her roots in the small Siberian town her parents had fled to after the Chernobyl
disaster, through her arrival in the US with nothing and her phenomenal rise to success winning Wimbledon aged just seventeen - to the disasters that threatened her career and her
fight back. Here the five-time Grand Slam winner gives us candid insights into her relationship
with her father, who gave up his job and life in Russia to dedicate himself to his daughter; the
truth behind her famous rivalry with Serena Williams; the injuries and suspension controversy
that threatened to end it all; and her recent battle to get back on court. Told with the same
combative, no-holds-barred attitude as her game, it's a story of of crazy luck, mistakes,
rivalries, sacrifice, survival and, above all, the constant, unwavering determination to win.
"Damien's memoir reveals the profound trajectory of a young man who has been birthed into
purpose. The biblical anecdotes, personal account, testimonials and quotes are all combined
meticulously to make this an enthralling and authentic piece. 'Grab You Some Lemons', written
in the first person narrative, pulls the reader into the world of the narrator so that the
experience becomes both personal and universal at the same time. The universality of the
memoir is enshrined in the deep lessons it reveals about life, resilience and suffering. The
memoir further promulgates penetrating philosophical reflections and leads the reader to
question the authenticity of accepted truths and challenges his or her understanding of self. "
Kemoy Edwards-Sylvester - T.A. Marryshow Community College, Grenada.
There is no available information at this time.
How does a woman make the wise decisions that will create a beautiful life? In her new book,
author and speaker Donna Carter offers practical and spiritual advice that can help you create
the life you love.
President Jimmy Carter, this edition features a new foreword by Lachlan Forrow, president of
The Albert Schweitzer Fellowship.
Presents an English translation of the memoirs of Albert Schweitzer, winner of the 1952 Nobel
Peace Prize, in which he discusses aspects of his life and career, and pays tribute to the
people who helped him along the way.
John Leonard was a lion of American letters. A passionate, erudite, and wide-ranging critic, he
helped shape the landscape of modern literature. Reading for My Life is a monumental
collection of Leonard's most significant writings—spanning five decades—from his earliest
columns for the Harvard Crimson to his final essays for the New York Review of Books.
Definitive reviews of Doris Lessing, Joan Didion, Toni Morrison, Don DeLillo, Vladimir
Nabokov, and Philip Roth, among others, display Leonard's encyclopedic knowledge of
literature and make this book a landmark achievement from one of America's most beloved
and influential critics.
My unstructured upbringing, and cares to the wind attitude, led to my frequent incarceration,
from childhood to adulthood, it’s a disturbing story, which is primarily aimed at the adult
reading audience, who enjoy reading about reality situations and crime. I have always been a
reader, and to a large extent, that helped me become a self taught person. Born on the banks
of the Colorado River in Arizona, and raised up in the Marcos De Niza barrio projects in South
Phoenix, I experienced the injustices of the cotton fields, Maricopa County Juvenile Detention
Home, and Arizona State Industrial School at Fort Grant, Arizona. I wandered the desperate
streets of Los Angeles, and the forlorn railroad tracks, alone, like a lost person without a
purpose in life. I was locked up in the jails of Phoenix, and Los Angeles, before winding up in
the California State penitentiary system. Upon my release, I struggled to stay out of the pen,
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and took the jobs that society at large would never want to take. Through numerous personal
tragedies, incarcerations, and unfortunate circumstances, I lost control of my life. No one was
ever able to change my destructive behavior. The changes when they occurred came from
within me, when I could no longer cope, with the situations I had cast my self into. Looking
back, I can now see what I couldn’t see, during those hopeless time periods. I was very
fortunate, to finally be able to leave that life behind me, through relationships that believed in
me, and successfully worked, and built myself a civil service work career, from which I retired. I
now spend my days enjoying life’s simple pleasures, after all my previous tragic missteps. My
objective in life now, is to become an accomplished writer.
Do you ever feel like your world is "out of balance?" Like the burden of daily living is too
heavy? That something is missing? Perhaps your routine is simply "Out of whack." This book
contains nearly 100 ideas to restore some semblance of balance to your life. It might be
something some small or maybe just a different way of looking at things. We all need a little
adjustment now and then. Author Dave Hass is a journalist who gleaned many of these ideas
from writing a daily newspaper column for over 10 years. He notes: These ideas are more
common sense than science. Look at the suggestions inside this book and see how many fit
your life. You may be surprised at how many of these troubling situations are common to
everyday living...and you will be equally surprised at how many of these ideas can help you.
Founding drummer Peter “Catman” Criss’s New York Times bestselling memoir, “the
best—and most honest—account of KISS craziness during the band’s heyday in the 1970s”
(Publishers Weekly), now in paperback—“KISS fans will love every word” (Rolling Stone).
Legendary founding KISS drummer Peter “Catman” Criss has lived an incredible life in music,
from the streets of Brooklyn to the social clubs of New York City to the ultimate heights of rock
’n’ roll success and excess. KISS formed in 1973 and broke new ground with their elaborate
makeup, live theatrics, and powerful sound. The band emerged as one of the most iconic hard
rock acts in music history. Peter was the heartbeat of the group. From an elevated perch on his
pyrotechnic drum riser, he had a unique vantage point on the greatest rock show of all time,
with the KISS Army looking back at him night after night. Peter Criscuola had come a long way
from the homemade drum set he pounded on nonstop as a kid growing up in Brooklyn. He
endured lean years, street violence, and the roller-coaster music scene of the sixties, but he
always knew he’d make it. Now Peter tells of his eye-opening journey from the pledge to his
ma that he’d one day play Madison Square Garden to doing just that. He also faced the perils
of stardom and his own mortality, including drug abuse, treatment in 1982, near suicides, two
broken marriages, and a hard-won battle with breast cancer. Makeup to Breakup is the
heartfelt account of one of music’s most iconic figures, and the importance of faith and family.
Rock ’n’ roll has been chronicled many times, but never quite like this. “A must-read for all
past and present KISS fans and fans of no-holds-barred rock ’n’ roll tell-alls.”

Death and dying are inseparably linked with life. They are self-evident and at the
same time cannot be grasped by reason alone - they are ordinary, and yet so
incredible. In these meditations, the acclaimed theologian Hans Urs von
Balthasar investigates this great mystery. He asks about the contradiction,
inherent in all men, of wishing to achieve something "imperishable in
transitoriness" and gives an answer culled from the Scriptures and from the
Church Fathers. In looking at this contradiction that appears to be irreconcilable
from a purely human perspective, Balthasar tries to find something in the human
existence that the Christian solution can take up, for if there was nothing, one
would not see how Christianity could connect to our existence at all. This startingpoint becomes fully visible and effective only when the Christian interpretation
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itself becomes evident, otherwise it remains open to dangerous
misinterpretations. The emphasis lies in the word "mystery." The reader must
meditate on these profound ideas which are demanding both in language and
contents - then the reading will inspire him with insights and prospects that will,
while not resolving the paradox "that everything earthly is inscribed on the sand
of transitoriness," will anchor it in the Christian faith, which claims that man is
eternal and that God himself became man in the person of Jesus Christ to help
us attain to that eternal life.
The book is about a 12 year old girl who's mom decide to leave her dad whom
she was very close, than is given to an uncle which results in her running away
trying to find a place to belong but instead gets involved in drugs, alcohol,
homosexuality, and prostitution with attempts to end her miserable life she has a
son named carl God uses holes in his shoes to give her a reason and a will to
live by pointing to the holes and saying you see you not just bringing yourself
down you are taking him down with you after 21 years God stepped in and her
deliverance began.
The 1995 Open Champion and legendary wild man of golf recalls the best and
worst of his life: his inspirational play on both US and European tours; the
demons that afflicted him on the course and his addiction to gambling and drink;
and the trashed hotel rooms and spectacular marital problems.
The first African American to win the world heavyweight championship, Johnson
recounts without bitterness the prejudice that dogged his public and private lives
and his international adventures as a bon vivant.
Randy Couture -- voted "The Greatest Fighter of All Time" by viewers' choice -recounts his record-breaking career, which has made him an undisputed UFC
legend. Randy Couture wins fights with the seemingly effortless ease with which
lesser mortals eat or breathe. He's the only athlete to have held championship
titles in both the heavyweight and light heavyweight divisions of the UFC, and
he's the only six-time title earner in UFC history. In Becoming the Natural,
Couture tells his story for the first time, beginning with a childhood spent in
search of an elusive father figure, followed by the pure adrenaline rush that
accompanied his first wrestling bout in grade school. In 1997, at the age of thirtythree, Couture made his UFC debut, defeating two opponents in the heavyweight
class and then scoring a TKO victory against Brazilian phenom Vitor Belfort to
earn the nickname "The Natural." He won his first heavyweight title that same
year. At the age of forty, he defeated five-time defending champion Tito Ortiz for
the undisputed light heavyweight title. Couture retired in 2006, only to reemerge
the following year and seize the heavyweight championship title once again.
Becoming the Natural is the remarkable story of one of the world's most gifted
and dedicated athletes -- a born fighter whose skill and showmanship have
helped to lift mixed martial arts out of the shadows and into the mainstream.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER | ONE OF O: THE OPRAH MAGAZINE’S
TEN FAVORITE BOOKS OF THE YEAR | NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS
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OF THE YEAR BY Harper’s Bazaar • St. Louis Post-Dispatch • Publishers
Weekly Gloria Steinem—writer, activist, organizer, and inspiring leader—now tells a
story she has never told before, a candid account of her life as a traveler, a
listener, and a catalyst for change. Includes “Secrets,” a new chapter! When
people ask me why I still have hope and energy after all these years, I always
say: Because I travel. Taking to the road—by which I mean letting the road take
you—changed who I thought I was. The road is messy in the way that real life is
messy. It leads us out of denial and into reality, out of theory and into practice,
out of caution and into action, out of statistics and into stories—in short, out of our
heads and into our hearts. Gloria Steinem had an itinerant childhood. When she
was a young girl, her father would pack the family in the car every fall and drive
across country searching for adventure and trying to make a living. The seeds
were planted: Gloria realized that growing up didn’t have to mean settling down.
And so began a lifetime of travel, of activism and leadership, of listening to
people whose voices and ideas would inspire change and revolution. My Life on
the Road is the moving, funny, and profound story of Gloria’s growth and also
the growth of a revolutionary movement for equality—and the story of how
surprising encounters on the road shaped both. From her first experience of
social activism among women in India to her work as a journalist in the 1960s;
from the whirlwind of political campaigns to the founding of Ms. magazine; from
the historic 1977 National Women’s Conference to her travels through Indian
Country—a lifetime spent on the road allowed Gloria to listen and connect deeply
with people, to understand that context is everything, and to become part of a
movement that would change the world. In prose that is revealing and rich, Gloria
reminds us that living in an open, observant, and “on the road” state of mind can
make a difference in how we learn, what we do, and how we understand each
other. Praise for My Life on the Road “Like Steinem herself, [My Life on the
Road] is thoughtful and astonishingly humble. It is also filled with a sense of the
momentous while offering deeply personal insights into what shaped her.”—O:
The Oprah Magazine “A lyrical meditation on restlessness and the quest for
equity . . . Part of the appeal of My Life is how Steinem, with evocative, melodic
prose, conveys the air of discovery and wonder she felt during so many of her
journeys. . . . The lessons imparted in Life on the Road offer more than a
reminiscence. They are a beacon of hope for the future.”—USA Today “A warmly
companionable look back at nearly five decades as itinerant feminist organizer
and standard-bearer. If you’ve ever wondered what it might be like to sit down
with Ms. Steinem for a casual dinner, this disarmingly intimate book gives a pretty
good idea, mixing hard-won pragmatic lessons with more inspirational
insights.”—The New York Times “Steinem rocks. My Life on the Road abounds
with fresh insights and is as populist as can be.”—The Boston Globe “In person
and in her writing, Steinem exudes a rare combination of calm, humility and
honesty about her weaknesses that explains all she has accomplished.”—Jezebel
Unlike some other reproductions of classic texts (1) We have not used
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OCR(Optical Character Recognition), as this leads to bad quality books with
introduced typos. (2) In books where there are images such as portraits, maps,
sketches etc We have endeavoured to keep the quality of these images, so they
represent accurately the original artefact. Although occasionally there may be
certain imperfections with these old texts, we feel they deserve to be made
available for future generations to enjoy.
Is anyone crying for help? God is listening, ready to rescue you. If your heart is broken,
you'll find God right there; if you're kicked in the gut, he'll help you catch your breath.
~Psalm 34:17–18, The Message translation Has grief knocked your breath out of you?
Everybody experiences grief, loss, and life challenges throughout their lives. Most are
unprepared for their grief and the impact it will have. Grief is brutal and has a way of
making you feel as though everything good in your life is slowly being crushed, leaving
you gasping for air. Although painful to experience, grief is one of the most powerful
teachers you can learn from. When one goes through grief or loss, the invaluable
opportunity to understand, love, and know God better immediately begins—He is the key
to creating a fuller, more purposeful life in spite of grief. In Getting Your Breath Back
After Life Knocks It Out of You, K.B.H. Niles transparently shares her experiences with
grief and loss. She reveals how her relationship with God helped her grieve multiple
deaths, including the deaths of her sister, father, and grandparents, after she found
God in the midst of her pain. How do you get your breath back after life knocks it out of
you? K.B.H. Niles explains key "oxygens" God revealed to her as she studied His Word
during times of intense grief. In Getting Your Breath Back After Life Knocks It Out of
You, you will find how to: • Develop a treasured relationship with God • Regain your
faith and hope • Resolve bitterness, guilt, and regrets • Find the encouragement you
need during grief • Understand the importance of relationships • Value God's time
through grief and life • Realize the importance of grieving in your own unique way •
Develop gratefulness, thankfulness, and praise • Experience wellness, traditions, and
enjoyment • Create a fuller, more purposeful life
An exceptionally moving story of triumph against all odds, set during World War II. Nineyear-old Ada has never left her one-room flat. Her mother is too humiliated by Ada’s
twisted foot to let her outside. So when her little brother Jamie is shipped out of London
to escape the war, Ada doesn’t waste a minute—she sneaks out to join him. So begins
a new adventure for Ada, and for Miss Susan Smith, the woman who is forced to take in
the two children. As Ada teaches herself to ride a pony, learns to read, and watches for
German spies, she begins to trust Susan—and Susan begins to love Ada and Jamie. But
in the end, will their bond be enough to hold them together through wartime? Or will
Ada and her brother fall back into the cruel hands of their mother? This masterful work
of historical fiction is equal parts adventure and a moving tale of family and identity—a
classic in the making.
Festschrift volume on Dr. Kotnis on the occasion of the 60th anniversary of the victory
in the war of resistance against Japan.
‘What an engaging story! I laughed out loud… Couldn’t put it down! You need to read
this.’ Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars Twenty-nine-year-old Lily Buckley planned to be
happily married and in her dream job by now. Instead she’s been single since being left
at the altar three years ago, and works at her local paper, writing about giant
vegetables at the village fete and a dog who looks exactly like Chewbacca. Not quite
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what she was dreaming of. So when Lily’s given the opportunity to write her own
column it’s exactly what she’s always wanted – except what she has to write about.
She has to do one thing every week that scares her. With encouragement from sexy
colleague – and adrenalin-junkie – Christopher, Lily agrees. From sky-diving to haunted
houses, Lily is going to be pushed to her limit. And since heartbreak has left her afraid
of falling in love again, her growing feelings for Christopher might just push her past it…
But then her mum has a crisis, her column is the only thing keeping her – and her
colleagues’ – jobs afloat, and Christopher’s ex arrives with her sights set on a
romantic reunion. Suddenly jumping out of a plane is the least of Lily’s problems… Can
she save her family, her friends, and her heart – or will Lily let her fears hold her back?
An uplifting, feel-good story about friendship, romance, and finding the hero inside
yourself. Fans of Marian Keyes, Mhairi McFarlane and Sophie Kinsella will love Colleen
Coleman! What readers are saying about For Once in My Life: ‘Love, love, love this
book… I absolutely adored it and devoured it in one sitting… So bloody funny. It will make
you laugh until your belly hurts… It is beyond awesome, I freaking loved it.’ Chelle’s
Book Reviews, 5 stars ‘OMG I loved it! It’s brilliant!!!… Hilariously relatable… Move over
Beyoncé… Love the sass!’ The Writing Garnet, 5 stars ‘A five-star read that will make
you get your bucket list written… The end blew me away… A fantastic read and one of
my favourites by this author… This is definitely one of those reads you need in your life.’
Goodreads reviewer, 5 stars ‘For Once in My Life had me feeling so many things!… I
read this so quickly… I was dying to know how everything would end… This book had me
feeling happy… I love reads that make you sit there with a smile on your face! … It was
so fun going on this journey with Lily… I was rooting for her! This is a great read for
taking on a holiday, or when you just want to feel all of the happy-butterflies in your
tummy.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘Laugh out loud… The perfect chick-lit book.’ Pink and
Dizzy ‘A wonderful read… The attraction between them was very real feeling… Fabulous
humour… Perfect… A wonderful, fun-filled story.’ Jeannie Zelos, 5 stars ‘Made me laugh
out loud… Such a wonderful, fun read. Would definitely recommend!’ NetGalley
reviewer ‘What a gorgeous read!… I really enjoyed this and would really recommend it…
I love the concept of bucket lists and Lily takes this and embraces it fully and through it
changes her life. Great read!’ NetGalley reviewer ‘So enjoyable to read… One of my
favourites of the year. A lot of what Lily said really resonated with me and made me
really think!’ The Cosiest Corner, 5 stars ‘A very fun story… Lots of laughs.’ My Life as
a Dog Bed ‘Romantic, fun… An enjoyable and easy read.’ The Suspended Step ‘Great
fun… Would definitely recommend.’ Goodreads reviewer ‘A great read… I recommend
this book.’ Obsessed With Fairy Tales ‘I laughed out loud and cried.’ Goodreads
reviewer
Teenagers are tough and anyone who has their own needs help. Witty, enjoyable and
genuinely insightful, Get Out of My Life is now updated with how to deal with everything
from social media to online threats and porn, as well as looking at all the difficult issues
of bringing up teenagers, school, sex, drugs and more. But it's the title of the second
chapter, 'What They Do and Why' that best captures the book's spirit and technique,
explaining how to translate teenage behaviour into its true, often less complicated
meaning. One key mistake, for instance, is getting in no-win conflicts instead of having
the wisdom to shut up when shutting up would be the most effective, albeit least
satisfying, thing to do. Another is taking offence when the teenager views you, the
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adult, as idiotic. And there's advice on what to do when this happens. The message is
clear: parenting adolescents is inherently difficult. Don't judge yourself too harshly!
My Life was written in Moscow in 1921–1922, when Chagall was thirty-five years old.
Although long out-of-print, it remains one of the most extraordinarily inventive and
beautifully told of all autobiographies. The text is accompanied by twenty plates which
Chagall prepared especially to illustrate his life story. Together, the words and pictures
paint an incomparable portrait of one of the greatest painters of this century, and of the
now vanished milieu which inspired him.
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Describes adolescent behavior, stresses the importance of parental
communication, and discusses discipline, behavior problems, divorce, school,
sex, drugs, and suicide
"No one has had a greater influence on acting as we know it than Stanislavski.
His 'method' - or interpretations of it - has become the central force determining
almost every performance we see on stage or screen. In My Life in Art
Stanislavski recalls his theatrical career, from his early experiences in
Rubinstein's Russian Musical Society to his final triumphs with Chekhov at the
Moscow Art Theatre. His vivid accounts of his own most famous productions
including 'The Seagul' and 'Uncle Vanya' are interspersed with anecdotes of the
famous - of Kommisarjevksy, Tolstoy, Gorky, and of the Moscow visit of Isadora
Duncan and Gordon Craig."--Publisher description.
From the former heavyweight champion and New York Times–bestselling author
comes a powerful look at the life and leadership lessons of Cus D’Amato, the
legendary boxing trainer and Mike Tyson’s surrogate father. "[Iron Ambition]
spells out D'Amato's techniques for building a champion from scratch." – Wall
Street Journal When Cus D’Amato first saw thirteen-year-old Mike Tyson spar in
the ring, he proclaimed, “That’s the heavyweight champion of the world.”
D’Amato, who had previously managed the careers of world champions Floyd
Patterson and José Torres, would go on to train the young Tyson and raise him
as a son. D'Amato died a year before Tyson became the youngest heavyweight
champion in history. In Tyson’s bestselling memoir Undisputed Truth, he
recounted the role D’Amato played in his formative years, adopting him at age
sixteen after his mother died and shaping him both physically and mentally after
Tyson had spent years living in fear and poverty. In Iron Ambition, Tyson
elaborates on the life lessons that D’Amato passed down to him, and reflects on
how the trainer’s words of wisdom continue to resonate with him outside the ring.
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The book also chronicles Cus’s courageous fight against the mobsters who
controlled boxing, revealing more than we’ve ever known about this singular
cultural figure.
History is written by the victors. But that is no comfort to those crossed out by the
editor's pen. For years, science textbooks equated electricity and light with one
man, Thomas Edison, while the genius whose pioneering electrical technologies
truly power the modern world languished as a minor note in scientific history.
Before the turn of the 20th century, electricity remained a mere scientific
curiosity. Nikola Tesla, arguably more than anyone else, changed that. But
Nikola's pioneering research in electricity represents only a portion of the
scientific and technical innovations that elevated him to science godhood. Tesla
not only expanded and revolutionized the work of his predecessors, he also
leapfrogged ahead of his contemporaries to the next step. Nikola Tesla: My Life,
My Research has four parts: background history around the time Tesla lived;
Tesla's autobiography; Tesla's major research programs explained in simple
words; an eighty-page collection of rare photographs taken at several stages of
Tesla's life; from his birth certificate, to the first photograph ever taken by
phosphorescent light, to the last known photograph before Tesla's death, in
1943. One volume: 374 pages.
Raymond Blanc knows more about food and cooking than pretty much anyone
else. Now, for the first time Raymond shares the fruits of all that hard work and
experimentation, and reveals the secrets of his gastronomy.
God’s Will, Fleshed Out, in My Life By: Laverne Middleton God’s Will, Fleshed
Out, in My Life observes the spiritual journey of LaVerne Middleton, from an
infant who was addicted to drugs from her mother’s womb to a teenager who
overcame suicide. Growing up as a Christian, she often heard the same things at
church: “God will remove all your sins when you receive Jesus Christ as Lord
and Savior,” “life itself gets better,” or if you are sick and you have been praying
for healing, and your healing has not come, some Christians would say, “Your
faith is not strong enough to please God.” Middleton addresses questionable
teachings such as these and gets at the root of Christianity and how God is
faithful even throughout the highs and lows of our spiritual journeys. She wants to
encourage readers to trust God and wait on the Holy Spirit.
He was the RAF's youngest pilot at the age of nineteen, barely escaped the
wrath of an arms dealer in Hamburg, got strafed by a MiG during the Nigerian
civil war; the Stasi arrested him, the Israelis feted him, the IRA threatened him.
And that's just for starters. Forsyth has been writing extraordinary real-world
novels of intrigue for over forty years-- but what most people don't know is that
some of his greatest stories of intrigue have been in his own life.
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